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Abstract:
According to different reports, many recent software engineering graduates often face difficulties when beginning their professional careers, due to misalignment of the skills learnt in their university education with what is needed in industry. To address that need, many studies have been conducted to align software engineering education with industry needs. To synthesize that body of knowledge, we present in this paper a systematic literature review (SLR) which summarizes the findings of 33 studies in this area. By doing a meta-analysis of all those studies and using data from 12 countries and over 4,000 data points, this study will enable educators and hiring managers to adapt their education / hiring efforts to best prepare the software engineering workforce.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Many recent software engineering (SE) graduates often face difficulties when beginning their professional careers, e.g., according to [1] and hired.com/skills-gap. Some in the community believe that: “The software engineering shortage is not a lack of individuals calling themselves “engineers”, the shortage is one of quality — a lack of well-studied, experienced engineers with a formal and deep understanding of software engineering” (goo.gl/MVwcqX). Many SE university programs have evolved from computer science programs and therefore still put a strong focus on theoretical and technical computer science topics as well as mathematical foundations, which seems to cause a discrepancy between the skills learned in SE university education versus those needed in the SE practice.

The authors themselves are all active SE educators and have been teaching various SE courses for more than 15 years each. Also, the authors have had active industry experience or have worked in close collaborations with practitioners in joint industry-academia projects. According to feedback from our industry partners who have hired our students, feedback from their recently-graduated students and also needs of our university departments and SE programs, we decided to conduct a systematic literature review (SLR) to synthesize the findings of various studies which have been conducted to align SE education with industrial needs.

We used the established process for performing systematic literature review (SLR) studies in SE [2] and systematically gathered a set of 33 papers on this subject published between 1995-2018. Our review aims at identifying the most important skills in industry, and synthesizing evidences of knowledge deficiencies in graduating SE students.

Our goal in this paper is to shed light on importance and knowledge gaps of different SE topics, and to ultimately answer the question of how to best train software engineers of tomorrow. By summarizing what we as a community know in this area, our article aims to benefit the readers (both educators and hiring managers) by providing a “big picture” on state of the community w.r.t. aligning SE education with industrial needs, and an “index” to the body of knowledge in this area. Let us start with a brief review of our review procedure and then continue with the findings.

2 THE REVIEW PROCEDURE

In our review and mapping, we followed the established process for performing systematic literature review (SLR) studies in SE [2] and also used our experience in conducting SLRs in the past [3]. We performed the searches in the Google Scholar database. All the authors conducted all the steps as a team. Our search string was: (educational needs OR knowledge needs OR desired skills OR essential competencies OR knowledge requirements OR skill requirements) AND (software engineers OR software developers).
The review aimed at addressing the following Review Questions (RQs):

- **RQ 1** - What skills are the most important in the software industry? Also, given the fast-changing nature of SE, we wanted to know if the most important have changed in the last five years.
- **RQ 2** - Is there evidence of knowledge deficiencies in graduating SE students? And what are the topics with highest knowledge deficiencies?
- **RQ 3** - To what extent are soft skills important, in addition to hard (technical) skills?

We only included the papers which focused on “aligning” SE education with industrial needs, and which were based on empirical data, such as survey results or interview data. We included the latter criteria to exclude papers which were based on pure personal opinions. After compiling an initial pool of 94 papers, a systematic voting was conducted using the above criteria among the authors, and our final pool included 33 papers.

Our research method is meta-analysis [4] which is a form of synthesis that combines the quantitative data from primary studies (the pool of 33 papers in this work). The purpose of meta-analysis is to aggregate the results of primary studies to provide a consolidated big picture on a given topic.

A more detailed description of our SLR process is provided in the Web Extras of the article (goo.gl/TBEQwu). In addition, we discuss in the Web Extras how we identified and addressed the potential threats to validity to our review. In Table 1, we show the 33 papers in our final pool. All the data that we have extracted from the papers can be found in an online repository in the form of as a Google spreadsheet (goo.gl/kpx6c7). In this article, we use the “[P1]” format to refer to the papers in the pool as listed in the online repository, as shown in Table 1. As we can see, the attention level on this topic has risen in recent years.

### Table 1-List of the studies reviewed in this meta-analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Paper title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Since the studies we conducted in different countries, there is slim chance that we can say that the data and evidence are from “united” countries. Thus, when we add up the number of respondents from all 33 studies, we can say that the data and evidence are from “up to” 4,132 respondents.

By combining data and evidence from all previous studies and by having such a large combined dataset, our study aims to provide a more comprehensive view on the topic.

### 4 The most important skills in the industry (RQ 1)

The questionnaires designed and used by the studies had differences w.r.t. the concrete SE topics used in them. In other words, when asking respondents to rate (rank) the importance of SE topics, different papers used different sets of SE topics. Six studies used the SE topics as proposed in different versions of the Software Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK) [5] (v1.0 developed in 1999, v2 in 2004 and v3 in 2014) [P1, S3, S4, S6, S14, S32]. Two studies [P3, S26] used a similar guideline.
by the IEEE, named the Software Engineering Education Knowledge (SEEK), developed in 2004. [P4] used the ACM SE 2004 curriculum guideline. [P26] used the ACM Body of Knowledge of Computing Curriculum for Computer Science (CCCS). Three other studies used the ACM IT curriculum and three used the ACM IS curriculum. The remaining 20 studies did not use a single curriculum model, but instead synthesized the list of SE topics either from the literature or by an initial interview with practitioners.

With such a diversity in the list of SE topics used in the studies, we selected the most relevant model, the latest version of SWEBOK, version 3.0 and mapped the SE topics discussed in the papers to the 15 “knowledge areas” (KAs) of SWEBOK which are: requirements, design (and architecture), development (programming), testing, maintenance, configuration management, project management, SE process, SE models and methods, quality, SE professional practice, SE economics, computing foundations, engineering foundations, and mathematical foundations.

The next step was to consolidate the quantitative data of skill (topic) importance from all the papers. Almost all papers had presented ranking of the most important skills. To be able to cross-compare and synthesize data in a consolidated manner, we harmonized the importance ranking data as follows. We normalized the ranking of topics in each paper to the range of [0, 1], for each SWEBOK KA. For example, for [P1], three of the 14 ranked topics were related to the “design” KA: general architecture (in rank 1), object-oriented design (rank 9), and user-interface design (rank 12). We calculated the average of (1, 9, 12), which equals 7.33, and divided it by the number of all SE topics in that paper (14), and the normalized rank metric was 0.52. Note that since rank data were used, the lower the value of this metric, the higher the importance of a given topic. Thus, by calculating “1-normalized rank”, we aggregated the normalized importance (0.48 for the above example). Once we had the importance metric of each KA for each paper, we calculated its average among all papers.

Figure 1 show the most important topics as a scatter plot, in which the normalized importance metrics of each topic and the number of papers that it has appeared in, are shown. Also, given the fast-changing nature of the field of SE and the knowledge areas in our field, we were curious to compare the skill importance data from all the papers, versus the papers published in the last five years. Thus, we calculated the above metrics for each case separately.

Comparison of the two charts in Figure 1 provides interesting insights. When looking at all the papers, requirements, design and testing are the most important and also most frequently-mentioned topics with SE professional practice, project management and development coming next. However, when looking at the recent papers, the top-3 topics change to: SE professional practice, project management, and testing. This seems to denote that less technical skills such as SE professional practice and project management have become even more important in SE education in recent years. SE professional practice covers topics such as professionalism, group dynamics and communication skills and these are (soft) skill especially required in modern agile software development that is more strongly based on communication and interaction than traditional waterfall approaches. According to our experience, an effective approach to cover project management and SE professional practice in our education practice is by larger SE projects done by student teams either in class or even together with companies [6].

Mathematical and engineering foundations as well as SE economics are ranked low in both charts. This may highlight the establishment of SE (and its education) as a separate engineering discipline that relies on other sciences such as computer science, mathematics and economics and adopting ideas from those subjects by developing new approaches to solve problems in engineering software [7]. In line with this finding, it is also interesting to observe that requirements, testing and design are considered more important than the actual development. However, according to our experience, this is not always reflected in SE education, especially if it is embedded into computer science curricula.
knowledge gaps: highlighting the topics that we should teach more (RQ 2)

Eight (8) of the 33 studies also measured, in quantitative terms, the knowledge gap (deficiency) from their survey participants, which was usually done by subtracting the importance-in-job measure of a given SE topic from the measure of how much the participant had learnt during her/his university education. We extracted all that quantitative knowledge gap values and calculated their normalized average. We show in Figure 2 a scatter plot to visualize the average knowledge gap values versus their importance. The X-axis shows the average importance and the Y-axis the average knowledge gap. As we can see in the case of all eight papers, generally speaking, the two factors are quite correlated and with increasing reported importance, more knowledge gap has also been reported. The greatest reported knowledge gaps are in the following areas: (1) configuration management, (2) SE models and methods, (3) SE process, (4) design (and architecture), and (5) testing. Thus, in general, more education and training focus shall be given to these topics, by university programs and also when training newly-hired staff in the industry.

Figure 1- The most important skills (data from all the papers, versus papers in the last five years)
We have also divided the scatter plot of Figure 2 into four quadrants to be able to clearly see the SE topics with low/high importance and low/high knowledge gap.

Figure 2- Topics with the greatest knowledge gap — where importance exceeds current knowledge of survey participants

Topics in Q1 (high importance, high gap) are those which need the highest attention w.r.t. need for improvements in SE education in university programs. They have high importance, but also high knowledge gap. Topics in Q2 (low importance, high gap) should get the next level of attention w.r.t. SE education (after those in Q1). They have relatively low importance, but there are still high knowledge gaps in those topics, and thus need for more education and training on those topics.

For topics in Q3 (high importance, low gap), the university programs are generally doing a good job, since knowledge gaps in those topics are relatively low, while they are quite important w.r.t technical needs in the industry. Only the software “development” topic slightly falls in Q3 in one of the scatter plots in Figure 2.

Topics in Q4 have low importance, and low knowledge gap, thus they are the least critical w.r.t. need for improvements and attention of SE education in university programs. The KA “Mathematical foundations” falls into Q4 in both scatter plots.

6 HARD SKILLS ALONE ARE NOT ENOUGH: HAVE YOU GOT SOFT SKILLS? (RQ 3)

It is widely discussed in the community that hard (technical) skills alone do not make a great software engineer [8] and soft skills are equally important (if not more). Hard skills are comprised of domain knowledge and technical skills, while soft skills are comprised of team and interpersonal skills. “Soft skills contribute significantly to individual learning, team performance, client relations and awareness of the business context” [P16].

24 of the 33 studies recognized the importance of soft skills. We categorized soft skills as follows: Teamwork and communication (discussed in 19 studies), Leadership (13 studies), Critical thinking (11 studies) and Others (17 studies). Many other important soft skills were also mentioned in the papers, such as: cultural fit, understand business drives, aptitude, attitude, coping with ambiguity, learning and curiosity, passion / drive to innovate, etc.

One of the studies, [P16], specifically focused on industry expectations of soft skills in IT graduates. The data came from a regional survey in New Zealand in 2016. Key findings the study of interest to educators were: While in-house technical training is widely used to advance graduate skills and teach new technologies, most employers consider these soft skills to be untrainable in the work-place, making soft skills the critical hurdle for employment. Furthermore, it was found that short-term pressure on employers for technical skills can result in the need for soft skills being overlooked. Two of the interesting quotes in the study were: “The public sector especially needs engineers with a sophisticated understanding of the social environment within which their activity takes place, a systems understanding, and an ability to communicate with stakeholders”; and that: “Today’s working environment is all about relationships, both internal and external. We need people who can step up and be accountable without always needing a coach/mentor standing by. People working in isolation contribute more errors than teams”.

6
Some studies even reported quite bold findings, e.g., survey data of an American study [P9] showed that “soft skills are significantly more important than hard skills for entry-level positions”. A study performed in New Zealand [P5] reported that: “Soft skills are critical skills in SE and make up seven of the top eight most important skills [in that study]”. [P22] also recommended that: “Soft skills and business skills must be included in curricula”.

These statements are in line with the finding that SE professional practice is of high importance (see Figure 1) which comprises of topics such as professionalism, group dynamics and communication skills.

7 Other interesting findings

We observed a lot of other interesting findings when reviewing the papers. For example, there were suggestions on decreasing emphasis on certain topics in SE university education (i.e., what we should teach less). [P1] expressed that “Participants felt that their university education gave them a much better grounding in mathematics than in software topics”, and thus recommended that: “emphasis on certain mathematics topics should be changed [decreased]”. The empirical data also showed that “much mathematics is being forgotten, whereas much new software knowledge is being acquired on-the-job”. [P3] also reported that there is “over-emphasis on mathematical topics and under-emphasis on business topics” in SE education. [P3] called for less educational focus on parsing and compiler design, formal specification methods, digital electronics and digital logic in SE programs.

Going further, some studies discussed that determining how much coverage each SE topic should have is not enough, but educators should teach using “real-world” example software systems. For example, [P27] reported that “Real-life and practical experience must be included in students’ education”. [P26] also highlighted the need for “more exposure to real life, exercises, team assignments or industry projects”. Some of the authors have had experience in such ideas [6].

Other interesting suggestions were made in [P28]: “Instead of a greenfield project, a more valuable experience would provide students a large pre-existing codebase to which they must fix bugs (injected or real) and write additional features. Also valuable would be a management component, where students must interact with more experienced colleagues (students who have taken the class previously, who can act as mentors) or project managers (teaching assistants) who teach them about the codebase, challenge them to solve bugs several times until the “right” fix is found, or who give them sometimes capricious and cryptic weekly commandments on requirements or testing that they must puzzle out and solve together as a team”. The authors of this article often heard similar comments when talking to experienced SE practitioners.

8 Implications and Road Ahead

The findings presented in this article show the importance of SE professional practice and soft skills in general, the importance of certain SE activities and skills in SE education (especially requirements engineering, design and testing), knowledge gaps in specific areas of SE (especially configuration management, SE models and methods as well as SE process), and the importance of real-world examples in SE courses.

The authors have already started to benefit from the findings of the presented review and meta-analysis study in their SE education activities in several ways. This review has helped us to identify the most important SE topics, based on the largest synthesized body of evidence in the literature. Also, we found that the greatest knowledge gaps are in configuration management, SE models and methods, SE process, design (and architecture), and testing. Furthermore, in our ongoing university SE courses, we have started to align our teaching materials with the important topics and areas which have the greatest knowledge gaps. Also in the context of a large software company in Turkey, with which one of the authors was affiliated with, an industrial training program for potential new hires was recently conducted [9] based on the insights provided by this review study. We are certain that the results and findings presented in this paper will also benefit other educators and hiring managers by helping them adapt their education / hiring efforts to best prepare the SE workforce.

Finally, the findings also show that mathematical and engineering foundations are often overemphasized in SE programs. This highlights the need to further establish SE as a separate engineering discipline using knowledge from computer science and other basic sciences such as mathematics, economics or even psychology, and to further separate computer science from SE university programs [10].
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